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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we present a theoretical model based on the detailed balance theory of solar thermophotovoltaic systems 
comprising multijunction photovoltaic cells, a sunlight concentrator and spectrally selective surfaces. The full system 
has been defined by means of 2n + 8 variables (being n the number of sub-cells of the multijunction cell). These variables 
are as follows: the sunlight concentration factor, the absorber cut-off energy, the emitter-to-absorber area ratio, the emitter 
cut-off energy, the band-gap energy(ies) and voltage(s) of the sub-cells, the reflectivity of the cells' back-side reflector, the 
emitter-to-cell and cell-to-cell view factors and the emitter-to-cell area ratio. We have used this model for carrying out a 
multi-variable system optimization by means of a multidimensional direct-search algorithm. This analysis allows to find 
the set of system variables whose combined effects results in the maximum overall system efficiency. From this analysis, 
we have seen that multijunction cells are excellent candidates to enhance the system efficiency and the electrical power 
density. Particularly, multijunction cells report great benefits for systems with a notable presence of optical losses, which 
are unavoidable in practical systems. Also, we have seen that the use of spectrally selective absorbers, rather than black-
body absorbers, allows to achieve higher system efficiencies for both lower concentration and lower emitter-to-absorber 
area ratio. Finally, we have seen that sun-to-electricity conversion efficiencies above 30% and electrical power densities 
above 50W/cm are achievable for this kind of systems. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Solar thermophotovoltaic (STPV) systems were proposed for 
the first time by Swanson in 1979 [1]. In these systems, an 
intermediate material is heated by the sun, re-radiating the 
absorbed energy towards a PV device (TPV cell). Then, 
either with the use of spectral filters between the cells and 
the emitter (the surface of the intermediate material facing 
the TPV cells) or with a special kind of spectrally selective 
emitters, the spectrum of the radiation impinging on the 
TPV cells is tuned to match the cell spectral response, and 
the non-useful photons for the photovoltaic conversion are 
turned back and re-absorbed by the emitter. The STPV 
technology has one of the highest solar-to-electricity 
ultimate conversion efficiency limit among the other 
photovoltaic approaches (85.4% [2,3]). Besides, the presence 

of an intermediate high temperature material allows to 
combine this technology with thermal storage systems and 
an alternate fuel/gas input [4,5]. Therefore, the main 
attractiveness of the STPV technology is that it could allow 
to build a high efficient, stable (non-intermittent), modular 
and scalable solution to generate electricity from the sun 
energy without using moving parts. 

Unfortunately, the ultimate efficiency limit of an STPV 
system cannot be approached by practical systems. It is 
because of the many requirements imposed during the 
calculation of that efficiency. For instance, assuming 
maximum sunlight concentration factor (or alternatively, a 
special kind of angle-selective absorber), monochromatic 
exchange between the emitter and the cells, no non-
radiative recombination neither ohmic losses at the cells, 
loss-free TPV optical cavity and a very large (approaching 



infinity) emitter-to-absorber area ratio, which would lead to 
a huge STPV system producing a negligible electrical 
power density (approaching zero). 

Consequently, a less idealized (more complete) analysis 
is required to evaluate the real practical potentiality of 
STPV systems and more importantly to understand the 
practical requirements to achieve high system efficiency 
and electrical power density. Because of the inherent 
complexity of STPV system, most of the theoretical 
analysis that have been presented so far adopt several 
assumptions (maximum concentration factor, loss-free 
TPV cavity, a specific semiconductor material, etc.) to 
simplify the analytical problem [1,3,4,6-16]. However, 
because in an STPV system all the parameters are strongly 
correlated (affecting the equilibrium emitter temperature), 
the global optimization of these systems require a complex 
multi-variable analysis. In this regard, the first multi-
variable analysis of STPV systems was presented in [17], 
considering single junction TPV cells. In this paper, a 
more complete analysis is presented considering also 
multijunction TPV cells. More specifically, in this paper, 
we analyze an STPV system comprising an optical 
concentrator, a spectrally selective absorber, a spectrally 
selective emitter and multijunction TPV cells with an 
integrated back-side reflector (BSR). The analysis includes 
the effect of several variables on the system performance, 
such as the concentration factor, the emitter-to-absorber 
area ratio, the absorber cut-off energy, the semiconductor 
band-gap, the BSR reflectivity, the cavity optical losses, 
and so on. 

In addition to the optimization results presented in this 
paper, the mathematical formulation that has been 
developed can be applied to analyze STPV systems with 
different configurations. 
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Figure 1 . General scheme of a solar thermophotovoltaic (STPV) 

system. 

2 .1 . Sunlight receptor 

The sunlight receptor comprises the optical concentrator 
system and the absorber. We assume an ideal concentrator 
(without optical losses) able to concentrate the incident 
sunlight beam (impinging an area Arec and defining an 
angle 0sun) in an area Aabs with an angle 0in > 0scm 

(Figure 1). The Aabs to Arec ratio is named concentration 
ratio (C), and it can be formulated as a function of the 
beam angles 6sun and 6in: 

a/sin2 
(1) 

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND 
MODEL ASSUMPTIONS 

Figure 1 depicts the general scheme of the STPV system 
analyzed in this paper. In this system, the concentrated 
sunlight heats the absorber, which transfers that energy to 
the emitter surface with an arbitrarily larger area than that 
of the absorber. Then, the emitter radiates towards the 
TPV cells surrounding the emitter. We assume in an ideal 
case that both emitter and absorber temperatures are the 
same, meaning that an infinite thermal conductivity is 
connecting them. The radiation leaving the emitter surface 
is confined in the so-called TPV optical cavity. The design 
of such cavity must be optimized for the conversion of the 
emitter radiation into electricity at the TPV cells, turning 
back to the emitter the photons with energies below the 
band-gap of the TPV cells. On the other hand, the radiation 
leaving the absorber is lost. 

In what follows, we review the particular properties of 
each component of this system: the sunlight receptor 
system, the TPV cells and the TPV optical cavity. 

We also assume a diffuse spectrally selective absorber, 
with a cut-off energy £ca, which only absorbs (and emits) 
the photons with energy above £ca. Because of the overlap 
between the sun and the absorber spectra (Figure 2), the 
choice of £ca must be determined by the trade-off between 
the emission and reflection losses at the absorber, which 
strongly depends on the absorber temperature and on the 
sunlight concentration ratio as it is illustrated in Figure 2. 
To simplify the analysis, an absorptivity of one is assumed 
for photon energies above £ca and zero for photon energies 
below £ca. 

Note that both the concentrator and the spectrally 
selective absorber are used to decrease the absorber emission 
losses: the former by reducing the absorber emission area 
and the latter by minimizing the spectral band of emission. 

2.2. TPV cells 

The TPV cells considered in this paper are monolithically 
series-connected multijunction cells (from now on, MJCs) 
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Figure 2. Spectral radiative exchange at the absorber for an 

arbitrary election of eca = 0.3 eV, 7"abs = 2000 K and C= 1000suns. 

consisting of semiconductors with different band-gap 
energies efo with k ranging from 1 to n (number of 
junctions). Figure 3 shows the band diagram of a dual-
junction (n = 2) TPV cell, and Figure 4 shows the radiative 
exchange within the cell. The front side of the cell is 
completely uncovered to allow the light to penetrate into 
the cell. In addition, the following assumptions are 
considered: 

• Both p and n sides of each sub-cell are of the same 
semiconductor. 

• The cells work in the radiative limit; that is, only 
radiative recombination takes place and each photon 
can only generate a single electron-hole pair (and vice 
versa) [18,19]. 

• The sub-cells are series-connected by means of an 
ideal tunnel junction, which provides a non-resistive 
electrical contact between both sub-cells and can be 
assumed as transparent. 

• The free electrons and holes have an infinite mobility 
within the semiconductor (zero resistance), so the 
quasi-Fermi level splitting for each sub-cell can be 
assumed constant and equal to qVk [19] (being V¡. 
the voltage at the fcfh sub-cell). 

• The cells are covered with an ideal anti-reflective 
coating; thus, all the photons impinging on the cell 
surface penetrate into the semiconductor. 

• The cells have a specular BSR of reflectivity PBSR 
(Figure 4). 

• The photon-to-electron conversion takes place in 
certain regions of the semiconductor referred to as 
the sub-cell active layers (Figure 4), where all the 
photons with energies above the band-gap of the 
kth cell (sk) are absorbed and the rest are totally 
transmitted. In other words, the sub-cell spectral 
emissivity/absorptivity uáj¿j¿) equals zero if s<sk 

and equals one otherwise. 

Because no electrons are lost due to any mechanism 
besides radiative recombination, the current delivered to 
an external load can be directly calculated as the balance 
of the photon fluxes at the sub-cells. The flux of delivered 
electrons (electrical current) equals the balance between 
the absorbed photon flux (generation) and the emitted 
photon flux (radiative recombination). Note that in the case 
of series-connected MJCs, the voltage of each sub-cell is 
automatically tuned to provide the same current (electron 
generation rate minus electron recombination rate at each 
sub-cell). Moreover, the electron generation rate at each 

J,ec=f(VhV2) 
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Figure 3. Band-gap diagram of an ideal illuminated dual-junction photovoltaic cell with band-gap energies s-\ >s2. 
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Figure 4. Radiation exchange within a solar thermophotovoltaic system using multijunction cell devices. 

sub-cell is affected not only by the external irradiance, but 
also by the radiative recombination in other sub-cells, spe
cifically those with higher band-gap energy. Thus, the gen
eration rate at each sub-cell also depends on the voltage of 
the other sub-cells. Finally, the output voltage of the cell 
equals the sum of the quasi-Fermi levels splitting at each 
sub-cell (Figure 3). 

2.3. TPV optical cavity 

In a TPV system, the TPV cells enclose the emitter 
forming an optical cavity, which consists of the emitter, 
the cells and the inactive areas or open holes (Figure 1). 
In this paper, we assume that the emission from the emitter 
is restricted to photons with energies above £ce, the emitter 
cut-off energy. In other words, the emitter spectral 
emissivity/absorptivity ae(fi) is zero if £ < £ce and one 
otherwise. For this cavity, we assume that 

• Every surface (except the BSR) emits and reflects in a 
diffuse manner. 

• The BSR is a perfectly specular reflector with reflec
tivity p B S R . 

• All the surfaces are isothermal. 
• The emission originating from surfaces at room tem

perature and with fi = 0 is negligible. This refers to 
the BSR and inactive areas within the cavity. 

• The emitter is convex (it cannot see itself) and 
opaque. 

The first assumption allows us to simplify the cavity 
analysis because the fraction of the energy flux leaving a 
surface x that impinges a surface y when surface z is a 
shadowing obstacle can be expressed by a purely 
geometrical factor, the view factor FJ$ [20]. 

dA at temperature T immersed in a medium of refraction 
index nout in a solid angle dQ and in a direction defined 
by an angle 6 with the surface normal, are given by the 
generalized Planck equation [2,21]: 

N= JHN(El, 82, T, ii)dH = JH Qe{a, 9, <p)-ñ(e, T, n)dedH 
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where h is Planck's constant, k is Boltzmann's constant, c 
is the speed of light in a vacuum, e(e, 6, <p) is the spectral-
directional emissivity of the surface, n(s,T, fi) and é(e, T, ¡i) 
denote the spectral photon and energy fluxes emitted in 
vacuum in the normal direction and per unit of solid angle, 
andA'ffii, £2, T, fi) and £(£1, £2, T, u) denote the total photon 
and the energy fluxes emitted in vacuum, in the spectral 
interval (si, £2), in the normal direction and per unit of solid 
angle. <1H is the differential of the Lagrange invariant or 
étendue (extension) given by dH = n2

outcos6dAdQ. = 
r%mcos0sm0dAd0d<p [22]. 

In this paper, it is assumed that e(e, 0,<p)=l for the 
interval (si — £2) and for every 6 and <p. Therefore, the 
integration over spatial/angular coordinates can be sepa
rated from the integration in photon energies, resulting that 

N = H-Ñ(eue2,T,ii) (4) 

3. MODEL FORMULATION 

The total photon flux and energy flux (N and E. 
respectively) of photons with electrochemical potential ¡1 
and energy between £j and £2 that are emitted by a surface 

E = H-É(E1,E2,T,H) (5) 

where H is the integral of dH over A, (Smin, #max) and 

min? 'r-'maxj' 
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•^•(Vmax - Vmin)- (« '«^max - «W^min) (6) 

In geometrical optics, # represents the volume that a 
beam fills in the phase-space domain [22]; thus, it repre
sents the spatial/angular extension of emission, and it must 
be conserved in a non-lossy optical system. 

Therefore, in this paper, the emission from every 
surface in an STPV system is described by means of five 
parameters: H, £ l , E2, T and ¡i (Equations (2)-(3)), which 
depend on the nature of the radiation source. Table I 
summarizes these parameters for the four sources existing 
in an STPV system, that is, the sun, the absorber, the 
emitter and the TPV cells. 

The radiative energy fluxes that exist in the STPV 
system are shown in Figure 4. The spectral energy flux 
impinging the + side of a surface x is denoted as <f+x. 
whereas the spectral energy flux outgoing the — side of a 
surface x is denoted as q°~. 

The light impinging the absorber q\ a heats the absorber/ 
emitter component increasing its temperature. Consequently, 
it radiates from both the absorber (q°J and the emitter (q°e) 
sides. Part of the emitted radiation impinges the cells {q\ c) 
and penetrates into the semiconductor, illuminating the top 
cell (#jf¿i). The photons with energies below the band-gap 
of the top cell (£l) pass through this cell and illuminate the 
next one, and so on. Finally, the part of the spectrum that 
was not absorbed by any cell (q°~¿„) is reflected in the BSR 
(#6d*) anc^ ' s turned back. At the same time, when a sub-cell 
is forward biased, it emits photons with chemical potential 
fi = qVk (luminescent radiation [21]) from both sides (+ and —) 
of its active layer, contributing to the energy fluxes 
outgoing from these layers (q"^. and qf^)- Part of these 
fluxes is absorbed by the adjacent cells, and another part 
comes out of the cell (q° c) and illuminates the emitter surface 
{q\ e). The net radiation method [20] is used to calculate all 
these fluxes. The fluxes inside the cells (Figure 4) are 
obtained by solving the following system of An equations 
(k goes from 1 to n): 

?°di:(£) = nnlítaák(E)-é(E, rsubcen, qVk 

( 1 - a dt( £ ) ) -<dt( £ ) 

(7) 

?°di(£) = J t«k1ta*(£) '¿(£ ' Cubren, qVk) 
+ (l-ad i(f i))- í1

£ ;d i(£) 

<"di(£) = <d( t - i ) ( £ ) 

C*( £) = <d(t+i)(f0 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

where é(e, T, \i) is given by Equation (3) and nint is the 
refractive index of the semiconductor, which is around 3.5 
for most of the III-V semiconductors commonly used 
to manufacture MJCs. To solve the system of Equations 
(7)-(10), we must note two exceptions to the general 
formulation shown in this equations: First, it should be 
referred that the + side of the top cell (fe= 1) is not only illumi
nated by the incident radiation {q\ c(e)) but also by the internal 
total reflection at the semiconductor/air interface of the lumi
nescent emission originated at the top cell (k=l). In this 
regard, note that the fraction of the incident radiation, which 
is reflected at the specular BSR is not internally reflected at 
the semiconductor/air interface, but is directly transmitted 
out of the cell as isotropic radiation. Therefore, we can write 

^di(«) = 4(8)+(1-1 /»D- (ii) 

[<dl(£) - PBSR-(1 - adn(£))<c(£) 

The second exception is related with the bottom-cell 
(k = ri), for which we must write 

?£,dn(£J : PBSR-q°e,dn(S) (12) 

The fluxes obtained from Equations (7)-(12), that is, 

< * ( £ ) ' <d*(£)' <dt(£) md 1°eAk(s) c a n b e expressed as a 
function of the energy flux impinging the cells surface, 
q^ C(E) . Besides, for the emitter and the outside boundary of 
the cells (or anti-reflective coating) we can write 

?°e(fi) = note(e)-é(e,TexliuO) + (1 - ae(E))-qlfi(s) (13) 

<c(£) = (1/«L) • [<dl(£) - PBSR-(1 - «dn(8))-<c(8)] + 

-PBSR-(l-adn(fi))-<c(fi) 

4(£)=Fec-9°c(£) 

4( £)=F c e< e( £) + F(c
e)<c(£) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Table I. Parameters defining the radiation originating from each component of an idealized solar thermophotovoltaic (STPV) system. 

Source H 
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nArecsin 

7 l / \ a b s 

^ " e m l t 

lAxllslLt 
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£ * > £ * + ! 2£ce 
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'emit 
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0 

0 

0 

qVk 



The fluxes obtained from Equations (13)—(16), that is, 
Í6c(£)'í'e(£)'Í8e(£) an^Í8c(£)' are then obtained as a func
tion of q° ¿j (e). Hence, the combination of Equations (7)-(16) 
provides a close solution for all the fluxes between the emitter 
and the cells. Finally, for the absorber, we have 

q°sJs) = 710,(8)^(8, remit, 0) + (1 - aa(e))-^a(e) (17) 

<a(£) = Jt(C/Cmax)-¿(fi, rslm, 0) (18) 

+Ji(1 - C/Cmax)-e(fi, rsky,o) 

where T"sky is the temperature of the dark parts of the sky, 
excluding the sun disc, assumed to be 300 K. These equations 
provide a close solution for the spectral energy fluxes at the 
absorber, that is, q° a (e) and q\ a(e). It is important to refer that 
all the fluxes are dependent on the emitter temperature Tsmit, 
which results from the following energy balance in the 
emitter/absorber: 

f^ [A,bs-(qUs) - q%(s)) +Aemiv (19) 

(4(£)-<e(£))]d£ = 0 

Introducing the solution of Equations (7)—(18) into 
Equation (19), we finally obtain 

C 
[£(eCa, °o, rslm, 0) - £(£ca, oo, remit, 0)] + 

L-max 

+ ( 1 - ~p ) • [¿(£ca, ° ° , r s k y , 0) - ¿ ( £ c a , OO, Teni,, 0)] + 
\ L-max/ 

+ -f^-) • [Fec-^É^k, £¿_i, rcejis, qVk) - É(sce., OO, Taj¿t, 0) + 

+ ^ . _ f t ? S R í £ ¿ ( y 0 ) 1 = 0 ( 2 0 ) 

where É(EI, £2, T, /¿) is given by Equation (3), C is the sunlight 
concentration factor (Equation (1)), Cmax= 1/sin 9sun is the 
maximum concentration factor achievable on the earth 
surface (assuming a material with a refractive index of one 

surrounding the absorber), and F¡,c and F¿c' are the emitter-
to-cells and cells-to-cells view factors, respectively. 

The first term in Equation (20) accounts for the radiation 
exchange between the sun and the absorber, which is 
limited to photons with £ > £ca and within a cone forming 
an angle 6-m with respect to the surface normal (9^ — 
arcsin^JC/Cmax) (Figure 1). The second term corresponds 
to the radiation exchange between the absorber and the dark 
part of the sky, which usually represents losses, as long as 
Tsky < remit. The third term represents the energy balance 
at the emitter surface, which depends on the optical cavity 
that encloses the emitter. Within this term, the first term 
(Fec-Y2=iÉ{£k,£k-i,Tce-üs,qVk)) represents the lumines
cent radiation originated at the different sub-cells due to 
radiative recombination that is absorbed by the emitter. 
Note that for the first term of the summation, sk _ 1 = £0 —> 00. 
The second one (É(£ce, 00, remit, 0)) represents the total 
energy flux radiated by the emitter, and the last term 

^ l 2 ' ^"""^M '¿(£ce, £«, remit, 0)) represents the portion of 

the emitted radiation that is turned back by the TPV cavity 
and finally re-absorbed by the emitter. The solution of 
Equation (20) provides the equilibrium emitter temperature 
(remit), as long as rsun = 6000 K and Tsky = renv = Tcüls = 
300 K are known. 

Once the equilibrium emitter temperature is known, the 
current generated by the TPV cells can be calculated. In the 
radiative limit, the net rate of absorbed photons in each 
sub-cell equals the net rate of generated electrons, which 
determines the electrical current density: 

Jt~-, [incoming photon flux—outgoing photon flux]= 
A cells 

= q- C ' ' [<d*(£) + <*(£) - <*(£) - <dt(£)]d£ 

(21) 

The photocurrent density generated in each sub-cell Jk 

is obtained from the solution of the radiative energy fluxes 
(Equations (7)-(18)): 

J\/q = 7i[(Aem¡,/Aceiis)-i
;'eí;-A

,(£i, 00, remit, 0) 

- ( l - FÍf J •#(£!, 00, rcells,qVi)]+ %n2
m 

• [N{eu 00, TcAis,qV2) - N{euoo, Tce-0s,qVi)_ 

(22) 

Jn/q = n\{Aemit/AceVs)-Fec-Ñ(en,en_uTemiuo) 

- Í 1 - F£>yN(E„,E„-i,TCeas,qV„)\ + 

+7WL'[M£»-i > °°> Teals, qV„--i) (23) 

-Ñ(en-1,ca,Tc¿sís,qVn) -

- ( ! ~ PBSR)-^(£«> °°> TceVs,qVn)\ 

Jk/q = n\{Aemit/AceVs)-Fec-Ñ(ek,ek_i, Temiu 0) 

-(l-F®yÑ(ek,ek-UTd,qVkj\ + 

+nnl¡t-\Ñ{Ek-1,00, TceVs,qVk-i) 

+N(sk,00,Teens,qVt+i) -

-N(Ek, OO, Teells, qVk) - Ñ(«*-i, °°, Tcells, qVk)\ 

(24) 

Equation (22) gives the current density of the top cell, 
Equation (23) the current density of the bottom-cell and 
Equation (24) the current density of an intermediate sub-
cell, being 1 < k < n. In these equations, the positive terms 
account for the net generation rate of electron-hole 



pairs, and the negative ones account for the net radiative 
recombination rate from both the + side and — side of 
the sub-cell active layers. Besides, because the sub-cells 
are connected in series, they must deliver the same current, 
resulting in n—\ additional conditions: 

Jk — Jk+i Vfc from 1 to n — 1 (25) 

Lastly, the electrical power density (watts per unit of 
TPV cell area) and the STPV system efficiency, defined 
as the ratio between electrical and incident sun power, 
are given by 

n 

Pd = J-Y, yk (26) 

k=\ 

/ l cells '•* d 

-^cells -^emit (--max ^ d f~in\ 

^emit -^abs ^ Gl s u n 

where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and J = Jk for all 
n < k < 1, as stated by Equation (25). 

4. CALCULATION METHOD 

To find the equilibrium emitter temperature requires the 
simultaneous solution of Equations (20) and (25), resulting 
in a total of n equations that can be solved for n unknown 
system parameters. In this study, the unknown parameters 
are taken to be the emitter temperature Tsn¿t and the 
voltage of the n— 1 first sub-cells, that is, V*. with k ranging 
from 1 to n— 1. The rest of the variables in the n equations 
must be fixed to find a unique solution for the system of 
equations. These variables are the following (Table II): volt
age of the nth sub-cell (V„), band-gap energy of all the sub-
cells (efc for k ranging from 1 to n), concentration factor (C). 
absorber cut-off energy (eca), emitter cut-off energy (fice), 
emitter-to-absorber area ratio (Aemit/Aabs), emitter-to-cells 
area ratio (A^/A^us), BSR reflectivity (PBSR)> emitter-
to-cells view factor (F¡,c) and cells-to-cells view factor 

Table II. Summary of the parameters used in this paper 

Parameter 

Sunlight concentration factor 

Absorber cut-off energy 

Emitter-to-absorber area ratio 

Emitter cut-off energy 

PV cell band-gap(s) 

Cell voltages 

Reflectivity of the BSR 

Emitter-to-cells view factor 

Cells-to-cells view factor 

Emitter-to-cell area ratio 

Symbo 

C 

£cs 

^emit/'^abs 

^ce 

¡:¡(V1 <i<rí¡ 

V¡W\ <i<n) 

PBSR 

' ec 
F(=I 
' cc 

^emit/^cells 

[el 

{F¿c'). They represent a total of n + 9 variables, which make 
the analysis of this kind of systems very complex. 

In this paper, the following assumptions are held: black-
body emitter (fice = 0) that the cells do not see each other 
(Fcc' — 0) and that the cells only see the emitter (F&. = 1 or 
equivalently -F-

ec=Acells/Aemit). These conditions eliminate 
three variables, remaining n + 6 free parameters, which are 
as follows: C, V„, sh £ca, Aemit/Aabs, Fec and pBSR. Further 
assumptions are considered along the paper to simplify the 
analysis, and they are pointed out as they emerge. 

Finally, in this paper, a full system optimization is 
performed, which attempts to find the optimum set of 
parameters that maximize the system conversion efficiency. 
For that, a multidimensional direct-search Nelder-Mead 
algorithm [23] is employed. 

5. DISCUSSION 

Figure 5 shows the maximum STPV conversion efficiency 
as a function of PBSR, assuming F¡,c = 1 for two cases: a 

rj = 85.4% (¡deal STPV system) 

0.2 ¡Tc Planar (AmJA^ =1) 
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^BSR 

Figure 5. The efficiency limit of solar thermophotovoltaic (STPV) 

systems using single (1JC) and dual (2JC) junction TPV cells, as 

a function of the back-side reflector reflectivity PBSR. for two 

cases: a fully optimized STPV system (with an optimized Asmit/ 

4abs) and a planar STPV system (with Aemit/Aabs = 1). 

to model a solar thermophotovoltaic (STPV) system. 
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Figure 6. The optimum Asmit/Aabs and TPV cells band-gap energy(ies) (ek) for a fully optimized solar thermophotovoltaic (STPV) system 

(with an optimized Asmit/Aabs) using single (1JC) and dual (2JC) junction TPV cells, as a function of the back-side reflector reflectivity 

PBSR- The optimum sunlight concentration factor is C= Cmax = 46,050 and the optimum absorber cut-off energy is £ca = 0eV; they 

are not shown to simplify the representation. 

fully optimized system (with an optimized Aemit/Aabs) and a 
planar STPV system (with Aemit/Aabs = 1). Besides, dashed 
lines represent the case of using single junction TPV cells 
(1JC) and solid lines represent the case of using dual-junc
tion TPV cells (2JC). Note that for each value of PBSR> the 
rest of system parameters (C, £ca, sk and Aemit/Aabs, when 
applicable) are optimized. These optimal parameters are 
shown in Figure 6, for the case of a fully optimized STPV 
system (with optimized Aemit/Aabs) and in Figure 7 for the 
case of an optimized planar STPV system (Aemit/Aabs = 1). 
In the former case, the optimum C and £ca are 0=0^^ = 
46050 and £ca = 0 (black-body absorber) for every PBSR; 
they are not shown in Figure 6 to simplify the representa
tion. Finally, Figures 8 and 9 show the electrical power 
density and the emitter temperature obtained for the fully 
optimized (with optimized Aemit/Aabs) STPV system and 
the optimized planar STPV system, respectively. 
Table III summarizes all of these results for pB S R = 0.3 
andpBSR = 0.8. 

Note that the maximum STPV conversion efficiency of 
85.4% (Figure 5) is obtained under a set of very restrictive 
constraints (Figure 6): p B S R =l , C=Cmax = 46050, £Ca = 0, 
£;¡.—>oo and Aemi t/Aabs^ oo. Maximum concentration 
and a black-body absorber (eca = 0) are required to mini
mize the absorber emission losses and to maximize the 
sunlight absorption, respectively. Besides, ultra-high 
emitter-to-absorber area ratio and band-gap energy(ies) 
are required to maximize the energy transfer from the 
emitter to the cells and to minimize thermalization losses 
caused by the absorption of photons with higher energies 
than the cell band-gap, respectively. Note that, in these 
situations, the ideal STPV system provides the same 
efficiency and the same emitter temperature (2544 K) 
than the monochromatic STPV system [2,3] and the ideal 

solar-thermal engine. Unfortunately, none of these require
ments are achievable in practice. 

5.1. The relevance of a high emitter-to-
absorber area ratio 

Both the emitter-to-absorber area ratio and the band-gap 
energy(ies) are required to be very high to obtain the 
highest efficiency (Figure 6). The reason is that, for high 
band-gap energies and when P B S R ^ 1> the radiative ex
change between the emitter and the TPV cells becomes al
most monochromatic1 and consequently, the thermalization 
losses at the cells are minimized. In this case, the use of a 
large Aemit/Aabs is required to enhance the energy transfer 
from the emitter to the TPV cells and therefore compensate 
the narrow spectral band of the radiative exchange between 
the cells and the emitter. If Aemit/Aabs would not be high 
enough, the absorber emission would be too high compared 
with the emitter emission and consequently, most of the 
incident energy would be radiated back to the sun. 

However, both the optimum emitter-to-absorber area 
ratio and the band-gap energy(ies) decrease in the presence 
of cavity losses2 (Figure 6). This is because the effect of 
cavity losses becomes more pronounced when either the 
band-gap energy(ies) or the emitter-to-absorber area ratio 
are high. The cavity is responsible for recycling all the 
photons with energies below the band-gap; therefore, a high 

WTemit is very high, meaning that most of the photons transferred 

from the emitter to the cells have energies slightly above e-¡. 
2Remember that in this case, the cavity losses consist of optica 

osses at the BSR of the TPV cells. However, this conclusion sti 

nolds for any other kind of cavity losses. 
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Figure 8. Electrical power density (Pd) and emitter temperature (Temit) for a fully optimized solar thermophotovoltaic (STPV) system 

(with optimized Aemit/Aabs), using single (1JC) and dual (2JC) junction TPV cells, as a function of the back-side reflector reflectivity pBsR' 

band-gap energy requires a better cavity confinement. 
Regarding the emitter-to-absorber area ratio, the combina
tion of cavity losses in a system with high emitter-
to-absorber area ratio would result in a considerably lower 
emitter temperature, deteriorating the convolution between 
the emitter spectrum and the spectral response of the TPV 
cells. Therefore, the optimum emitter-to-absorber area ratio 
and the corresponding optimum band-gap energy(ies) 
represent the fulfillment of a trade-off between the maximi
zation of the TPV cells conversion efficiency (minimization 
of thermahzation losses) and the minimization of the 
impact of the optical cavity losses. 

5.2. Optimization of a planar STPV system 

Despite the fact that very high Aemit/Aabs is required to 
obtain high system efficiency, a planar STPV system 
(Aemit/Aabs= 1) offers great practical benefits relative to 
the TPV optical cavity design, avoiding the use of complex 
three-dimensional shaped emitter structures [14]. 

From the previous analysis, we realize that the optimum 
Aemit/Aabs is greater than one for every PBSR (Figure 6). 
Therefore, in a planar STPV system, the Aemi t/Aabs value 
is always below the optimum. This means that the 
absorber emission losses are especially relevant in 
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Table III. Summary of the efficiency limit of different solar thermophotovoltaic (STPV) systems configurations, for the cases 

PBSR = 0.3 and PBSR = 0.8 (with Fec = 1). 

Conf. 

Optimum variables 

PBSR »)STPV (%) Pd (W/cm2) remi, (K) C (suns) eca (eV) e, (eV) e2 (eV) AsmitA 

1JC 

Fully optimized 

0.3 

0.8 
34.1 
45.2 

161.9 

113.3 

3043 

2872 

0.659 

0.836 

15.5 

29.3 

2JC 

Fully optim 

1JC 

Planar 

2JC 

Planar 

'zed 

0.3 

0.8 

0.3 

0.8 

0.3 

0.8 

44.8 

52.8 

22.2 

29.7 

29.2 

34.5 

223.5 

164.5 

27.1 

10.3 

39.9 

18.4 

3051 

2928 

2023 

1643 

2059 

1762 

r 
^max 
r 
^max 

766 

218 

857 

334 

0 

0 

1.04 

1.01 

1.04 

1.03 

0.849 

1.007 

0.446 

0.465 

0.579 

0.590 

0.496 

0.722 

— 
— 

0.345 

0.422 

14.7 

23.6 

1 (fixed) 

1 (fixed) 

1 (fixed) 

1 (fixed) 

these systems. As a consequence, the optimum planar 
STPV system requires a much lower emitter temperature 
(Figure 9) than that of a fully optimized system (Figure 8) 
to avoid excessive absorber emission losses. This is 
accomplished by means of a lower concentration ratio 
(much lower than Cmax, required to fully optimize the 
STPV system) and the use of a spectrally selective 
absorber (eca > 0) (Figure 7). Besides, because of the 
lower emitter temperature, the band-gap energy(ies) of 
the TPV cells are also lower than those of the fully 
optimized system (Figure 7). 

Note that the use of a spectrally selective absorber is 
only advantageous for sufficiently low concentration 
factors, when the reflection losses in the absorber (photons 
with energies bellow £ca) are not as important as its emis
sion losses (photons with energies above £ca) (Figure 2). 
In that case, the benefits of the reduction of the absorber 
emission losses compensate the higher reflection losses, 

and therefore, the use of a spectrally selective absorber 
becomes useful. 

It must be referred that, in spite of the lower efficiency 
of planar STPV systems (Figure 5), the less restrictive 
optimum parameters (specially the concentration ratio 
and the emitter temperature) and the inherent geometrical 
simplicity of a planar STPV system make its practical 
implementation much more affordable. 

Table IV summarizes the maximum conversion 
efficiencies, assuming a lossless TPV cavity (PBSR= 1 and 
Fec= 1), for a planar STPV system considering single, dual 
and triple junction TPV cells. It must be noted that the 
maximum efficiency of a planar STPV system of 1JC is 
45.3%, exceeding the Shockley-Queisser limit of 40.8% 
[18,19]. Importantly, this efficiency is obtained under an 
ultra-low concentration factor of 4.4 suns, in contrast to 
the Shockley-Queisser limit, which requires the maxi
mum concentration factor. Up to our knowledge, this is 



Table IV. Maximum efficiency of planar solar thermophotovoltaic (STPV) systems (AemJAaba = 1) comprising single junction (n = 1) 

and multijunction (series-connected) TPV cells (n = 2 and n = 3) with an ideal TPV cavity (/JBSR = 1 and Fec = 1). 

n 

1 

2 

3 

»)STPV(%) 

45.3 

46.1 

47.0 

Pd (W/cm2) 

0.32 

0.54 

0.94 

Temlt (K) 

1060 

1113 

1173 

C(suns) 

4.4 

7.3 

12.6 

Eca (eV) 

1.01 

1.01 

1.01 

Optimum variables 

£i (eV) 

0.605 

0.679 

0.718 

£2 (eV) 

0.588 

0.627 

e3 (eV) 

0.566 

the highest efficiency limit reported so far for such low 
sunlight concentration level and using single junction 
photovoltaic cells. 

5.3. The impact of the TPV cavity optical losses 

Even minimum presence of optical losses drastically 
deteriorate the efficiency limit of STPV systems (Figure 5). 
However, such efficiency barely depends on PBSR for a 

relatively wide range of PBSR values (PBSR < 0.7). 
Hence, it becomes necessary to achieve ultra-low opti
cal losses (ultra-high PBSR) f° r the photon recycling 
process to contribute significantly to enhance the effi
ciency limit of STPV systems. Otherwise, the presence 
of the photon recycling would barely affect the maxi
mum achievable efficiency. For instance, a system with 
PBSR = 0.5 would not provide much higher efficiency 
limit than that with PBSR = 0, this is because the full 
system configuration (sunlight concentration factor, 
emitter-to-absorber area ratio, band-gap energy of the 
cells, etc.) can be optimized according to the quantity 
of optical losses in the cavity, minimizing their impact. 
As such, and perhaps contrary to intuition, the optimiza
tion of the full system configuration has to be consid
ered as a priority action for practical STPV systems 
rather than the minimization of the optical losses in 
the photon recycling system. 

For the same reason, any improvement in the photon 
recirculation system (increasing PBSR) must be accompa
nied by a re-optimization of the system parameters, to 
ensure that such improvement significantly increases the 
efficiency limit of the resulting system. In a planar STPV 
system (Figure 7), such re-optimization mainly consists 
in modifying the concentration factor. However, in a fully 
optimized STPV system (Figure 6), it would also be 
required to recalculate the optimum emitter-to-absorber 
area ratio and the band-gap energy(ies) of the cells. 

3This analysis assumes Fec = 1, so that all the photons originat

ing at the emitter impinge the cells. It is important to note that 

the cavity losses represented by Fec < 1 will have a stronger im

pact on the system efficiency (note that Fec is squared in 

Equation (20)). 

5.4. The relevance of using multijunction 
TPV cells 

There are two main benefits of using MJCs: First, they 
attenuate the impact of the cavity losses (PBSR< 1) o n 

the system efficiency limit (Figure 5). Second, they 
provide a notably higher electrical power density than 
single junction TPV cells (1JC) (Figures 8 and 9). 

In the case of 1JC, a significant part of the emitter 
spectrum is not properly used by the cells. Consequently, 
the photon recycling process, which turns back to the 
emitter the sub-band-gap photons, becomes especially 
relevant. MJCs allow for a more efficient direct conver
sion of the emitter radiation into electricity. Therefore, 
the use of a photon recycling system is not as important. 
In fact, the use of MJCs could result in a more efficient 
approach, to enhance both the conversion efficiency and 
the electrical power density of STPV systems than the 
incorporation of a photon recycling system. For instance, 
a planar STPV system with PBSR = 0 comprising dual-
junction TPV cells (2JC) shows an efficiency limit of 
27.7% (Figure 5). The same system with single junction 
TPV cells would require PBSR ~ 0.7 to obtain the same 
efficiency limit. Moreover, the electrical power density 
obtained in the first case (2JC and PBSR = 0) would be 
48.5 W/cm (Figure 9) whereas in the second case (1JC 
and PBSR = 0.7) would be 13.9 W/cm , because of the 
considerably higher concentration ratio required in the 
first case (Figure 7). 

Besides, for a given PBSR, STPV systems comprising 
MJCs can output a higher electrical power density than that 
of 1JC (Figures 8 and 9). Importantly, such higher 
electrical power density is obtained without requiring a 
much higher emitter temperature. 

For PBSR > 0.1, the slightly higher emitter temperature 
obtained for 2JC than for 1JC (Figures 8 and 9) is attributed 
to the lower optimum Aemit/Aabs (in the case of a fully 
optimized STPV system, Figure 6) or to the higher optimum 
concentration factor (in the case of a planar STPV system, 
Figure 7). Higher emitter temperature is possible when using 
2JC because the improvement of the energy transfer from 
the emitter to the cells (reduction of the cavity losses) 
compensates the slightly higher absorber emission losses 
related with the higher absorber/emitter temperature. 

In contrast, when pBsR<0.1, the STPV system using 
1JC requires a slightly higher emitter temperature than the 
one using 2JC (Figures 8 and 9). This is attributed to the 



lower optimum Aemit/Aabs (in the case of a fully optimized 
STPV system, Figure 6) or to the higher optimum 
concentration factor (in the case of a planar STPV system, 
Figure 7). Higher emitter temperature is required for 1JC 
when PBSR < 0.1 to minimize the impact of the very high 
cavity losses, because the higher emitter temperature allows 
to enhance the spectral convolution between the 1JC 
spectral response and the emitter spectrum. 

Finally, taken into account the optimum band-gaps for 
the 2JC device (Figures 6 and 7 and Table III), we must 
note that the InGaAsSb quaternary compounds, grown on 
GaSb substrates, are good candidates to manufacture 2JC 
for STPV applications. In this case, the very thin 
InGaAsSb active layers should be transferred to a highly 
reflective substrate to avoid undesirable absorption in the 
GaSb substrate. 

5.5. The relevance of using spectrally 
selective absorbers 

In the previous analysis concerning planar STPV systems, 
it was seen that the optimization of this kind of systems 
requires a relatively low concentration factor (much lower 
than the maximum) and the use of a spectrally selective 
absorber (Figure 7). Both aspects are necessary to minimize 
the absorber emission losses, which are particularly 
relevant in planar STPV systems. On the other hand, in 
the case of a fully optimized STPV system (with optimized 
Aemit/Aabs), a black-body absorber and the maximum 
concentration ratio are required. To analyze all the interme
diate cases between both optimized systems, in this section, 
we present the optimization of STPV systems with any 
combination of C and Aemit/Aabs. 

For that, we decided to focus only on single junction TPV 
cells, for the sake of simplicity. Nevertheless, the same 
qualitative conclusions are valid for MJCs. We performed 
the optimization of two kinds of STPV systems: One with 
an optimized £ca and the other with a black-body absorber 
(eca = 0). These systems were optimized over a broad range 
of concentration factors and emitter-to-absorber area ratios, 
assuming 10% of cavity losses ( ^ = 0.9) and an ideal BSR 
(PBSR= !)• The optimization parameters were the following: 
the band-gap energy of the TPV cells (si) and (when 
applicable) the absorber cut-off energy (eca). 

Figures 10-13 show, respectively, the optimum £ca, the 
optimum band-gap energy (e{), the resultant emitter 
temperature and the electrical power density of the STPV 
system with an optimized £ca. Figures 14—16 show the 
optimum band-gap energy, the emitter temperature and the 
electrical power density of the STPV system with a black-
body absorber. In all these figures, the STPV conversion 
efficiency is superimposed. 

We corroborate that the use of a spectrally selective 
absorber is required in a broad range of cases, to optimize 
STPV systems with relatively low sunlight concentration 
factor and emitter-to-absorber area ratios (Figure 10), 
which are common characteristics in most practical cases. 

Concentration (C) 

Figure 10. Contour-plot of the optimum absorber cut-off energy 

teca) with superimposed ¡so-solar thermophotovoltaic (STPV) effi

ciency (»)STPV) curves (solid lines), as a function of the concentra

tion (Q and the emitter-to-absorber area ratio (Aemit/Aabs). This 

simulation uses an optimized spectrally selective absorber, single 

junction TPV cells and Fec = 0.9 (i.e., 10% of cavity losses). 
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Concentration (C) 

Figure 11. Contour-plot of the optimum thermophotovoltaic 

(TPV) cell band-gap energy (£gap) with superimposed iso-solar 

TPV (STPV) efficiency (TJSTPV) curves (solid lines), as a function 

of the concentration (Q and the emitter-to-absorber area ratio 

(Asmit/Aabs). This simulation uses an optimized spectrally selective 

absorber, single junction TPV cells and Fec=0.9 (i.e., 10% of 

cavity losses). 

With spectrally selective absorbers, the efficiency limit 
of STPV systems, assuming 10% of cavity losses and 
single junction TPV cells, could be in the range of 35% (C 
120 suns, remitPsl400 K, Aemit/AabsPs3 and P d « 5 W / 
cm2) to 40% (CPS 1000 suns, r e m i t^1600 K, Aemit/Aabs 

10 and />d~ 10 W/cm2). Moreover, the electrical power 
density can be increased at the expense of a lower 
conversion efficiency by reducing the emitter-to-absorber 
area ratio. For instance, conversion efficiencies of about 
30% are feasible with electrical power densities above 
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Concentration (C) 

Figure 12. Contour-plot of the emitter temperature (Temit) with 

superimposed iso-solar thermophotovoltaic (STPV) efficiency 

WSTPV) curves (solid lines), as a function of the concentration 

(Q and the emitter-to-absorber area ratio (Aemit/Aabs). This simu-

ation uses an optimized spectrally selective absorber, single 

junction TPV cells and Fec = 0.9 (i.e., 10% of cavity losses). 
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Figure 13. Contour-plot of the electrical power density (Pd) with 

superimposed iso-solar thermophotovoltaic (STPV) efficiency 

WSTPV) curves (solid lines), as a function of the concentration 

(Q and the emitter-to-absorber area ratio (Aemit/Aabs). This simu-

ation uses an optimized spectrally selective absorber, single 

junction TPV cells and Fec = 0.9 (i.e., 10% of cavity losses). 

50 W/cm (Figure 13) if the emitter-to-absorber area ratio is 
reduced from the optimum (in the range of 10-50) down to 
2-3, while keeping a high concentration factor (slightly above 
1000 suns). However, in this case, very high emitter tempera
ture is required (above 2200 K). High electrical power density 
is important to reduce the cost of the produced energy. 

It is also important to note that, if a black-body absorber 
is used instead of a spectrally selective absorber, the 
combination of high concentration and high emitter-
to-absorber area ratio is particularly relevant. For instance, 

Concentration (C) 

Figure 14. Contour-plot of the optimum band-gap energy (£gap) 

with superimposed iso-solar thermophotovoltaic (STPV) effi

ciency (TJSTPV) curves (solid lines), as a function of the concentra

tion (Q and the emitter-to-absorber area ratio (AemJAabs). This 

simulation uses a black-body absorber (eca = 0eV), single junc

tion TPV cells and Fee = 0.9 (i.e., 10% of cavity losses). 
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Figure 15. Contour-plot of the emitter temperature (Temit) with 

superimposed iso-solar thermophotovoltaic (STPV) efficiency 

WSTPV) curves (solid lines), as a function of the concentration 

(Q and the emitter-to-absorber area ratio (Asmit/Abs)- This simu-

ation uses a black-body absorber (eca = OeV), single junction TPV 

cells and Fec = 0.9 (i.e., 10% of cavity losses). 

with an optimized spectrally selective absorber, a combina
tion of C= 120 suns and Aemit/Aabs = 3 is enough to provide 
an efficiency of 35% (Figures 10-13). In contrast, if a 
black-body absorber were used instead, it would be 
required about C= 800 and Aemit/Aabs = 10 to achieve the 
same efficiency (Figures 14—16). Finally, another conse
quence of using black-body absorbers is that the optimum 
band-gap energy is slightly lower (Figures 11 and 14). This 
is due to the slightly lower resultant emitter temperature, 
which can be realized by comparing Figures 12 and 15. 
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Concentration (C) 

Figure 16. Contour-plot of the electrical power density (Pd) with 

superimposed iso-solar thermophotovoltaic (STPV) efficiency 

WSTPV) curves (solid lines), as a function of the concentration 

(Q and the emitter-to-absorber area ratio (Aemit/Aabs). This simu-

ation uses a black-body absorber (eca = OeV), single junction TPV 

cells and Fec = 0.9 (i.e., 10% of cavity losses). 

5.6. The relevance of very high emissivity 

We remind to the reader that all the results presented in 
this paper assume an emissivity of one. In the case of a 
fully optimized STPV system, a lower emitter emissivity 
would result in a higher optimum Aemit/Aabs. This is due 
to the fact that the total irradiance leaving the emitter 
would be given by the product of the emitter area times 
the emissivity, rather than by the emitter area alone. 
Therefore, the optimum emitter area should increase to 
compensate the lower emitter emissivity. In addition, 
the system would become more sensitive to the cavity 
losses, because they are more relevant for high Aemit/Aabs. 
This points out the importance of high emitter emissivity 
for STPV systems. 

In the case of a planar STPV system, for which 
it '^ifl is fixed to one, the lower emitter emissivity 

inevitably results in excessive absorber emission losses, 
deteriorating the conversion efficiency. Therefore, a high 
emitter emissivity is particularly important for planar 
STPV systems to maximize the energy transfer from 
the emitter to the cells. Other alternatives to enhance 
the energy transfer from the emitter to the cells (espe
cially relevant for planar STPV systems) are given in 
the next section. 

6. ALTERNATIVES TO HIGH 
EMITTER-TO-ABSORBER AREA 
RATIOS 

In the previous analysis, we have pointed out the great 
relevance of high emitter-to-absorber area ratios (Aemit/Aabs) 
to obtain high STPV conversion efficiency. High emitter-
to-absorber area ratio is required to enhance the energy 
transfer from the emitter to the cells and consequently, to 
minimize the impact of the absorber emission losses. 

In this paper, we have assumed diffuse emitters and 
absorbers surrounded by air, which made the étendue H 
(Equation 6) to be simply formulated as Hs,mit = JiAemit 

and Hihs = JiAabs, respectively (Table I). In this case, the 
only alternative to enhance the energy transfer from the 
emitter to the cells (i.e., the absorber-to-emitter étendue 
ratio) is by increasing Aemit/Aabs. However, in the most 
general case, the étendue is not only a function of the area 
but also of the refractive index of the medium surrounding 
the emitting surface and of the angle of the emission 
(Equation 6). It leads to additional alternatives to enhance 
the energy transfer. 

In this regard, three more alternatives have been proposed 
so far to enhance the absorber-to-emitter étendue ratio: the 
micron-gap TPV (MTPV) concept [24,25], the light-pipe 
TPV (LTPV) concept [26] and the use of angle-selective 
absorbers [27,28]. They are summarized in Table V. Both 
MTPV and LTPV concepts aim to enhance the number of 
propagating modes from the emitter to the cells. The MTPV 
concept [24,25] consists of reducing the emitter-to-cells 
distance to the nano/micro-metric scale, allowing the 
propagation of the evanescent modes. The LTPV concept 
[26] consists of filling the volume between the emitter and 
the cells with a low thermally conductive and transparent 
material with a high refraction index. In contrast to the 
high emitter-to-absorber area approach, both MTPV and 
LTPV allow the enhancement of the energy transfer without 
deteriorating the electrical power density. Unfortunately, in 
both cases, the maximum achievable absorber-to-emitter 
étendue ratio is limited to n2, being n the density of photonic 
states that are transmitted from the emitter to the cells for the 
MTPV concept, or the refraction index of the medium in 
between the emitter and the cells for the LTPV concept. It 
makes difficult to exceed an energy transfer gain of 10, 
approximately. 

In the case of angle-selective absorbers [27,28], the 
emission/absorption at the absorber surface is restricted to 
a certain cone of angles. In contrast to the previous 
alternatives, this approach shows an additional attractiveness 

Table V. Strategies to enhance the energy transfer from the emitter to the cells, that is, to achieve a high Hem¡t/Habs. 

Concept Actuating parameter Maximum Hemi,/Habs 

Micron-gap thermophotovoltaic (MTPV) 

Light-pipe TPV (LTPV) 

Angle-selective absorber 

Large emitter-to-absorber area ratio 

1o, 

n, 'out 

Sabs 

^ e m l t / ^ a b s 

up to 
up to 

:10 
:10 

up to 1/s/n i 46, 000 



(at least from the theoretical point of view) because they 
could restrict the radiative exchange of the absorber to the 
sun disc only, without the necessity of a maximum sunlight 
concentration optical system. Besides, the absorber-
to-emitter étendue ratio can be very large (up to 46,000) 
while keeping a relatively high electrical power density 
(depending on the concentration factor). 

Note that all these alternatives could be combined in the 
same STPV design. It could provide a very high energy 
transfer without the necessity of the very complicated 
three-dimensional shape STPV configurations (typically 
cylindrical) required to enhance the emitter-to-absorber 
area ratio. 

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have presented a global analysis of an 
STPV system. The analysis has consisted of a multi-
variable optimization of the system, which has been 
modeled according to the detailed balance theory. The 
system considered comprises a sunlight concentrator 
system, a spectrally selective absorber and multijunction 
TPV cells with back-side reflectors. We summarize some 
of the main conclusions: 

• The highest efficiency limit (of 85.4%) is obtained for a 
system without optical losses, operated under the maxi
mum sunlight concentration factor (about 46,000 suns) 
and for which the emitter-to-absorber area ratio and the 
band-gap energy of the TPV cells, both tends to 
infinity. In this situation, the electrical power density 
tends to zero, which means that the required system 
would be huge. Besides, a minimal presence of optical 
losses in the TPV cavity drastically deteriorates that 
efficiency. These are the reasons why an efficiency of 
85.4%, despite being the limiting one, is unachievable 
by practical systems. 

• Ultra-low optical losses are required to obtain nota
ble benefits from the photon recycling system on 
the efficiency limit of STPV systems. Otherwise, 
the presence of optical losses barely affects to the 
maximum achievable efficiency. It is because the full 
system configuration can be optimized, depending 
on the quantity of optical losses in the cavity, 
minimizing the impact of the cavity losses. As a con
sequence, the optimization of the full system config
uration (concentration ratio, emitter-to-absorber area 
ratio, TPV cells band-gap energies, etc.) must be 
considered as a priority action line, which is, at least, 
as important as the improvement of the photon 
recycling system. 

• The use of multijunction TPV cells (rather than single 
junction TPV cells) presents two key benefits: First, 
they notably attenuate the impact of the cavity losses 
on the system efficiency limit. Second, they provide 
a notably higher electrical power density without the 
necessity of a much higher emitter temperature. 

• The use of an optimized spectrally selective absorber 
result in higher efficient practical STPV designs, which 
are characterized by a concentration factor much lower 
than the maximum and a low emitter-to-absorber area 
ratio (for instance, a planar STPV system). On the other 
hand, if a black-body absorber is used, the combination 
of high emitter-to-absorber area ratio and an ultra-high 
concentration ratio are particularly relevant to enhance 
the conversion efficiency. 

• For practical systems (assuming 10% of optical losses 
in the TPV cavity, sunlight concentration ratio of 
about 1000-2000 suns and emitter-to absorber area 
ratio of about 2-3) ultra-high electrical power 
densities (about 50W/cm ) are achievable with 
conversion efficiencies exceeding 30%, using single 
junction TPV cells. 
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